Optimize your business management and accounting.
And save time and money.

The Solution.
Complete and Reliable.
Trend-setting business solutions secure the productivity of your business.

WINLine® and Corporate WINLine® are your complete solutions for business management and accounting.

Modules
Bookkeeping, inventory control, cost accounting, asset management, production, archiving and e-business are all organized into one integrated package, ensuring optimal internal coordination. Data is entered once and is then available for use in all modules. This saves on time and costs. In addition, our Internet solutions for e-commerce and customer service provide important components which are completely integrated into the WINLine® system.

Users
Our customers come from all branches and come in all sizes. Tradespeople, wholesale, retail, services, production, public institutions, banks and schools - all profit from the flexibility of our programs. The modular program architecture allows both individual solutions and solutions related to specific business sectors. This custom-tailoring, however, is always implemented within the context of a standard software solution. That is how we secure the independance and the investment of MESONIC customers.

Basics
The WINLine® system has been running for many years on MS Windows systems. Modern operating systems such as Windows NT, Windows 95/98/2000 and Windows XP form the basis today of our Client/Server solutions. Open data base architecture using the MS SQL-Server or the JET Engine offers our customers the concrete advantages of high data security and reliable, high-speed access.

Security
WINLine® and Corporate WINLine® handle lots of sensitive company data. This explains why we set our security standards very high. Furthermore, the correctness of the WINLine® system is certified by tax consultants and accountants. Certificates such as MS Backoffice Compatible or Designed for Microsoft Windows NT/Windows 95/98 testify to the technical expertise of our programs. In addition, we guarantee the future usability of our systems even with the advent of new technologies. We call it the MESONIC Growth Guarantee.

Our Goals
Our primary aim is to improve the efficiency of our users and thereby give them a clearly quantifiable competitive edge. Using the WINLine® system will optimize your work flows and save you time and money.
The WINLine® ACC1 is the center piece of our extensive product spectrum.

Financial accounting is the product which has to provide the maximum amount of integration. Data is continually processed from order processing, asset management or production. Other data is passed along into cost accounting. Further kinds of data, such as the AP/AR accounts, are used jointly by several program modules. Only optimal internal program coordination allows you to work cost-effectively and efficiently.

The following standard functions are contained in the basis module, permitting you a comprehensive look at your business for all business-management purposes.

We provide you with many different types of reports for internal and external analysis, such as periodic balance statements, profit/loss and sales tax statements.

The Standard Functions of WINLine® ACC1
- General ledger and AR/AP accounting
- Batch / Real time posting
- Open Invoice management
- Collection management
- Automatic payment transactions
- Clearing
- Sales tax reporting
- Multiple foreign currency transactions
- Balances and transaction data
- VAT accounting (conform to EU standards)
- Periodic posting procedures
- Managerial Analysis - freely definable
- Financial Statements

Numerous supplemental modules also tailor to the management needs of mid-size businesses.

Among these are:
- Budgeting
- Foreign Currency
- Provisional Financial Statements
- Payment Clearance
- Petty Cash
- Open Invoice offsetting against AP/AR accounts
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The WINLine® ACC2 is a comprehensive resource planning system which unites three basic areas of business activity: order processing, invoicing and inventory management.

The standard functions of WINLine® ACC2 include both order process management (quote, confirmation, delivery slip, invoice and batch invoicing) as well as comprehensive inventory management and accounting for sales rep commissions.

An integrated statistics function enables meaningful analyses of customers, products or services, and your external sales force. The numerous and flexible options for evaluation give controlling and management the facts needed to make quick, cost-effective decisions.

In order to meet the individual demands of your business, we offer numerous supplemental modules to the WINLine® ACC2, such as the purchasing module, which ensures timely and seamless product delivery capability.

The WINLine® ACC2 makes invoicing in foreign currencies a snap. In addition, functions for recurring voucher automation, order tracking, serial number management, contract management, multiple warehouse sites, lot control and product characteristic management, such as size and color, round off the list of product features.

WINLine® ACC2 allows you to optimize efficiency by utilizing its full integration with the other applications in the WINLine® system. It is quick and simple to pass data along to the WINLine® ACC1 (financial accounting) or the WINLine® COST (cost accounting).
The WINLine® COST offers a wide array of analyses, giving you a basis of up-to-date information for day-to-day decision-making.

By assigning costs to cost types, cost centers and cost objectives, you get hard facts central to many important areas of controlling, such as, for example, the current generated margin of profit. Using this example, you can gain significant information from differences between projected product or project calculations and subsequent recalculations based on actual values.

The Cost Journal and Cost Center sheets keep you up-to-date on running costs. In addition, you have at a glance a summary of operating results as well as an analysis of cost objective performance including the profit or loss generated by individual cost objectives. WINLine® COST naturally offers you an overhead allocation sheet, as well.

The comprehensive statistical reporting in the WINLine® COST helps you to see trends as they develop, making it possible for you to take timely and necessary action.

All data required by the WINLine® COST is automatically passed along from the other modules of the WINLine® system, such as the WINLine® ACC1 or WINLine® ASSET. If the corresponding base information in these modules has been pre-configured, cost accounting takes place fully automatically. The WINLine® COST module is an integral part of the Corporate WINLine® ACC1 and fully integrated into the package.
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Every business needs to keep track of assets by means of asset accounting. WINLine® ASSET simplifies the process of representing your asset structure.

With the WINLine® ASSET it is easy and quick to assess the life cycles of your assets and identify which need to be replaced within a certain period of time.

You can make use of numerous depreciation methods, such as linear and digressive depreciation, special depreciation, graduated depreciation and implicit depreciation. In addition, functions for posting of asset retirements and the creation and posting of sub-assets are available.

The WINLine® ASSET serves, however, not merely to represent asset structures. It also offers a basis of information for managerial decision-making, such as investment planning, liquidity planning, and asset procurement.

As with the entire WINLine® package, we have set a high value on full system integration. The coordination between the WINLine® ASSET and the WINLine® ACC1 allows the automatic posting of depreciation, for example.

Likewise, the transfer of asset data with cost center and cost type attributes to the WINLine® COST module proceeds in a seamlessly integrated manner.
The WINLine® PROD is an ideal supplement to the WINLine® system, spanning the entire range of activities and transactions that take place in the production process.

Among the most important program features are a sophisticated resource management, a manufacturing and delivery date management, a company calendar and options for variant manufacturing. Furthermore, we offer other important functions including BOM lists with up to nine levels, production preplanning and production run reports.

Production managers receive all the information they need to efficiently plan and schedule activities.

By using project summaries, you can check the status of a project at any time. After specifying actual values and actual times of production, you can recalculate a production run for the purposes of finding possible sources of savings in material usage or production time.

Again, it goes without saying that we have placed the greatest value on integration with the WINLine® ACC2 and WINLine® COST modules. The optimal coordination of production, order processing and inventory control prevents data-gathering redundancies and permits the achievement of maximal reliability.

The WINLine® PROD PRO significantly extends the flexibility of the WINLine® system. It provides a software basis that genuinely supports everyday business decision-making.
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The WINLine® system is one of the few ERP programs which boast of a fully integrated archive solution.

Information gathered and saved over many years can be accessed and read at any time with the WINLine® Archive.

Every kind of document can be saved, archived and then called up again in the WINLine® Archive. This is equally true of incoming documents, which are scanned, as well as of all documents created within the system - letters, calculation sheets, and all types of vouchers, i.e., offers, invoices, account sheets, collection letters, payment summaries, and much more.

Voucher keywords, which are used when relocating documents by index, can be assigned fully automatically with the WINLine® Archive. After performing a search based on particular keywords, all documents are shown which correspond to the search profile.

The WINLine® Archive is fully integrated into the ERP software WINLine® and Corporate WINLine® from MESONIC. This guarantees optimal work flows.

In addition, the WINLine® WEB ARCHIVE guarantees online access to the Archive system. This permits round-the-clock access to archived vouchers. In short, all the information you need, at all times, in all places.
A range of supplemental modules and extensions are available as extensions to the WINLine® product package, making working with the programs even more comfortable.

Purchasing
A comprehensive vendor ordering system, with which order suggestions can be automatically generated and vendor orders can be created and printed.

Auto voucher
Periodic recurring invoices can be managed and printed.

BOM
The Bill of Materials serves to combine individual products into a new main product.

Multi-warehousing
Products can be managed in multiple warehouse locations within the WINLine® system.

Contract
Permits the management of contracts between customers and vendors when purchasing defined amounts of goods over specified periods of time.

Bank payments
Permits the automatic posting of incoming payments supplied on data media from your bank.

Provisional Financial Statements
All balance and profit/loss transactions are shown here during batch posting processing.

Open Invoice offsetting against AP/AR accounts
By entering a corresponding AR/AP account, you can automatically offset debit or credit balances for vendors or customers against respective open invoices.

Foreign Currency
You can manage several different foreign currencies in the WINLine® system. Up to six conversion rates can be saved per currency.
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The WINLine® WEB Edition is a web browser based Intranet, Extranet or Internet solution integrated into the WINLine® system. It allows online access to data which has been processed in financial accounting, order processing or in the archive.

WINLine® WEB Edition is MESONIC’s newest web-based product series. Our seven truly innovative e-business solution modules cover a wide spectrum of business requirements, ranging from the requirements of small businesses, which need only a simple web shop, to mid-sized and large businesses, which require comprehensive e-business solutions.

Seamless integration allows for optimal synchronization between financial accounting, order processing, inventory management, production, cost accounting and CRM. WINLine®’s flexible pricing control, and instant visibility of inventory levels, forecasts, and production plans, empower the close collaboration between manufacturers, distributors and customers.

Data entry and maintenance are done within the framework of the WINLine® program, saving the redundancy of multiple entries and, of course, time and costs. Due to the automatic updating of the data that is displayed on the Internet, you can count on your information always being up-to-date.

Online access to financial accounting data and order processing data are available to authorized persons over the Internet at any time.

WINLine® WEB Edition also enables easy web design without programming knowledge. All modules of the series are capable of handling several client companies simultaneously. They are multi-language capable and can handle multiple foreign currencies.

In addition, the modules are designed for cross-browser capability.
WEB Modules

B2C - Business to Consumer
This is the classic WEB-shop solution with which you can present and sell products online. Direct data access to the WINLine® ACC2 is provided.

B2B - Business to Business
In addition to the features of the B2C version, this module offers order tracking capabilities, an open invoice overview and voucher archiving for registered users.

BS - Business Solution
This module offers all the features of the B2B version and further an online connection for your external sales force, with online processing of orders, account sheets, commissions and sales statistics.

CRM - Customer Relationship Management
The WINLine® WEB CRM module serves as a comprehensive information system in the Internet. It permits the setting up of service, support and call center operations on an Intranet or the Internet, such as Hotline Support or other forms of customer service.

CMS - Content Management System
The WINLine® WEB Edition CMS is an authoring system with which you can publish text blocks from the WINLine® system as news pages, information pages, "black board" pages or press release pages in the Internet.

ARCHIVE
With the WINLine® WEB ARCHIVE module you can make data from the WINLine® ARCHIVE available to users online.
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